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Prefrontal regions play a predominant role in imposing an attentional
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Abstract

fMRI was used to determine whether prefrontal regions play a predominant role in imposing an attentional ‘set’ that drives selection of
task-relevant information. While monitoring for an atypical item, individuals viewed Stroop stimuli that were either colored words or
colored objects. Attentional demands were varied, being greater when the stimuli contained two distinct and incongruent sources of
information about the task-relevant attribute (e.g., when attending to color, seeing the word ‘blue’ in red ink) as compared to only one
source (e.g., seeing the word ‘late’ in red ink). Prefrontal but not anterior cingulate regions exhibited greater activation on incongruent
than neutral trials, suggesting that prefrontal cortex has a major role in imposing an attentional ‘set’. In addition, we found that prefrontal
activation is most likely to occur when that attentional set is difficult to impose.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction hone in on sources of information that are task-relevant
[17].

Traditionally, frontal regions of the brain have been Our prior neuroimaging work provides evidence that
considered to be responsible for ‘executive control’ (see frontal regions, including dorsolateral prefrontal and cingu-
[1], Chapter 10, for a review). Although there is no late cortex, are important for executive aspects of attention
agreement or precise definition of executive control, it has that aid in the selection of task-relevant information [2]. In
been used to subsume a wide variety of functions including these studies we used variants of the Stroop task. This task
the ability to create a plan or goal, to monitor progress is commonly employed in studies of attentional selection
towards that goal, to oversee the organization of action, [18,19], and has been found to be sensitive to damage in
and to override stereotypical responses. It has been sug- prefrontal regions [26,15,41]. In the standard color-word
gested that frontal regions play such an executive function Stroop task, individuals must attend to and identify the ink
for a wide variety of cognitive abilities including memory color in which a word is written, while inhibiting the more
[42] and attention [6,29]. In this paper, our goal is to automatic response of reading the word. The need for
discern the area(s) of frontal cortex associated with a attentional selection is high in the incongruent condition in
specific executive aspect of attentional control, namely the which the word’s identity (i.e., the semantic information
ability to create an attentional set that allows the brain to and its associated responses) conflicts with the color in

which it is written (e.g., the word ‘BLUE’ written in
green). Less attentional selection is required in the neutral*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-217-244-1264; fax: 11-217-244-
condition in which the word’s identity is unrelated to color8371.
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We found that patterns (topography) of activity within evidence for both viewpoints. Studies of both animals and
frontal regions produced by an increased need for atten- humans provide evidence suggesting that prefrontal re-
tional selection are dependent on the nature of information gions play a role in imposing an attentional set. In
that is task relevant (i.e., color, spatial), suggesting a monkeys, the activity of at least a subset of neurons in
special organization of this brain region for selecting lateral prefrontal cortex appears to prospectively code for
task-relevant information. Second, we demonstrated that the expectancy of an anticipated choice in a delayed paired
patterns of activity within frontal regions are relatively associate task [32]. In humans, switching between two or
independent of the type of information that is task-irrele- more different tasks in which individuals must sys-
vant. Hence, frontal areas appear to have a special sen- tematically change their expectancy about task demands
sitivity to task-relevant information, making them a lead- [33] appears to rely on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
ing candidate for the function of imposing an attentional (DLPFC) and associated areas. Neuroimaging data from
set. PET [20] reveal that the left DLPFC is more active when

Our evidence for these assertions came from two participants are required to alternate between shape and
experiments in our laboratory. In the first experiment, we color discriminations as compared to making just one of
employed two Stroop tasks that differed in the nature of these decisions.
the task-relevant dimension, but shared the same type of Although suggestive, none of the above data definitively
task-irrelevant dimension (i.e., a word’s identity that supports the idea that prefrontal regions play a principle
needed to be ignored). By holding the task-irrelevant role in creating or maintaining an attentional set. Whereas
dimension constant across the two tasks, we could de- prospective processing of information about objects occurs
termine whether attentional effects within a given brain for cells in prefrontal cortex, this phenomenon has also
region are dependent upon the nature of the task-relevant been observed in other brain regions, such as inferior
dimension. In the second experiment we took the converse temporal cortex [34]. With regards to task switching in
approach: we varied the nature of the task-irrelevant humans, it is not clear if these frontal areas are responsible
dimension across two tasks, but kept the task-relevant for setting and maintaining biases about task requirements
dimension constant (i.e., required a decision based on or whether they are specifically linked to the ability to
color). In this case, we were able to determine which brain switch between different task expectancies.
regions are modulated during attentional selection by the There is also evidence that the cingulate may play an
task-irrelevant information. important role in imposing an attentional set. Early neuro-

These experiments yielded three important results. First, imaging studies of the Stroop task were more consistent in
we verified a role for frontal regions in attentional control, yielding activation of the ACC as compared to the
as activation in these areas was greater in both experiments prefrontal cortex [24,3,13,4]. These results have contribu-
when there was a greater need for attentional selection ted to some researchers characterizing the ACC as playing
(i.e., during incongruent as compared to neutral trials). a pre-eminent role in executive aspects of attention [29].
Second, we observed that depending on the task-relevant Furthermore, in numerous neuroimaging studies of execu-
attribute, different subregions within both dorsolateral tive function, co-activation of the ACC and DLPFC is
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex observed [8,10,13,20,27,30].
(ACC) became activated with an increased need for Yet there are a variety of sources of data that suggest
attentional selection. Activation was centered in more that the cingulate’s role in attentional selection may be
ventral regions when individuals had to attend to color, quite distinct from that involved in imposing an attentional
whereas it was centered in more dorsal regions when they set. First, there is evidence suggesting that activity of the
had to attend to the spatial relationship between items. ACC does not always accompany processing of incon-
Third, we found that when individuals had to attend to gruent Stroop stimuli. Taylor et al. [38] found prefrontal
color, similar regions of the DLPFC and ACC became but not cingulate activity when taboo words or false fonts
activated regardless of whether the task involved ignoring rather than neutral words were used as a baseline against
the identity of a word or an object. These findings confirm which to compare activation for incongruent color words.
that the subregion of DLPFC and ACC that becomes active Second, there are numerous alternative theories about the
during attentional selection is dependent on the nature of role of the ACC in attention ranging from response
task-relevant information but relatively independent of the selection [25], to anticipation [23], to detecting and
nature of task-irrelevant information. compensating for error [21], to the detection of conflict [5].

Because similar patterns were found for both the These findings raise the possibility that ACC activity in
DLPFC and the ACC we wished to investigate whether the our prior studies was generated for reasons other than
ACC acts in concert with DLPFC to impose an attentional creating and maintaining an attentional set.
set, or whether each of these frontal regions is involved in To disentangle the role that the DLPFC plays in
different aspects of attentional selection. At present, the imposing an attentional set as compared to the ACC, we
data available in the literature do not allow one to considered the design of our prior studies. We realized that
disambiguate between these two possibilities, as there is incongruent as compared to neutral trials engender a high
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degree of response competition [25] and potential for error conflict and/or error detection, rather than a role in
[5], two factors previously linked to cingulate activity. imposing an attentional set.
Hence, we decided to change our task such that these A second objective of the current study was to de-
factors (response competition, potential for error) were termine whether prefrontal activation is linked to the
held as constant as possible across conditions differing difficulty of imposing an attentional set. Many theories of
with respect to the need for attentional selection (i.e., frontal lobe function emphasize that this brain region is
incongruent vs. neutral trials). involved when a non-routine (i.e., novel) situation is

To minimize the effects of response competition and encountered and guided control over behavior is impera-
potential for error, we modified the instructions provided tive. For example, the theory of Stuss and Benson [36]
to subjects, but retained use of the same stimuli and suggests that the frontal lobes are highly operative when
comparison (incongruent vs. neutral) as in our previous behavior must be tightly regulated via conscious control,
work. Rather than identifying in which of three colors an when information must be organized to reach a goal, or
item appeared, we had participants monitor for the appear- when the situation is atypical. Similarly, Shallice [35]
ance of an atypical item, such as a purple stimulus, when assumes that the frontal lobes are important for controlling
items were presented in a limited set of colors, such as red, behavior via the supervisory attentional system. This
green, and orange. Participants were told that such an system is invoked when there is no pre-existing linkage
atypical item might or might not occur once during the between a stimulus and behavior, when a task is difficult,
course of each run, and that they would have to indicate when problem solving is required, and when the typical
whether or not such an item did appear. Under such task tendency to respond must be overcome or inhibited. In
instructions, the likelihood of an error or response conflict both of these models, the frontal lobes become more
is much more equivalent for incongruent and neutral items. critical as tasks become less routine and controlled atten-
For example, the word ‘RED’ displayed in yellow is no tion must be exerted to ensure correct performance.
more likely to be considered purple than will the word Coupling this work with our prior neuroimaging results
‘LOT’ displayed in yellow. [2], we wished to investigate whether prefrontal in-

Despite these task modifications, the region that is volvement would vary with the degree to which attentional
mainly responsible for imposing an attentional set should control must be exerted to process task-relevant infor-
still yield greater activity on incongruent than neutral mation. In particular, we predicted that increased prefrontal
trials. On incongruent trials, both the task-relevant dimen- activation on incongruent as compared to neutral trials
sion and the task-irrelevant dimension contain information would be most likely to be observed when processing of
related to the attentional set (e.g., both the word ‘red’ and the task-relevant dimension requires more attentional
its ink color blue are related to the attentional set for control than processing of the task-irrelevant information
color). Proper task performance requires a separation of as compared to vice versa. If processing of the task-
these two sources of color information to determine which irrelevant information occurs with little attentional control
one is task-relevant. In contrast, on neutral trials, only the (e.g., a word is read relatively automatically), then it will
task-relevant dimension, the item’s ink color, contains be more readily available to influence performance than
information related to the attentional set (i.e., the word will the task-relevant information (e.g., the word’s ink
‘lot’ has no relevance with regards to color), and no color). On incongruent trials, the task-irrelevant dimension
disambiguation between the sources of color information is contains information relevant to the attentional set. In such
required. Hence, any area that is mainly involved in a situation, prefrontal mechanisms will need to select and
imposing an attentional set should be more engaged on prioritize the task-relevant information over the task-irrele-
incongruent than on neutral trials. We predict that the vant information (e.g., a set must be imposed to monitor
DLPFC will exhibit such a pattern. for a word depicted in purple, not the word ‘purple’). In

In contrast, any brain region that is related to response contrast, if the more automatically processed dimension is
conflict or error detection rather than the imposition of an task-relevant, then it will not be as difficult to impose the
attentional set, should yield little or no difference in correct attentional set.
activation on incongruent versus neutral trials. One of the We used color-word and color-object Stroop stimuli to
strengths of the current experiment is that we have explore this hypothesis. Like the color-word Stroop
obtained increased activity in both ACC and DLPFC on stimuli, color-object stimuli consist of colored items. For
incongruent as compared to neutral stimuli in our prior an incongruent color-object stimulus, an object is depicted
study which used the same stimulus set and attentional in a color different than the one with which it is strongly
contrast as well as a similar statistical approach [2]. Hence, associated (e.g., a blue strawberry when strawberries are
a lack of increased activation on incongruent versus neutral strongly associated with the color red). Neutral trials are
trials in the current study for either the ACC or DLPFC those in which the object is depicted in one of many colors
would be quite telling. We predict that the ACC will not with which it is associated (e.g., a blue car).
show a difference in activity on incongruent as compared With these color-word and color-object stimuli, we were
to neutral trials, which would implicate a role in response able to contrast conditions in which the processing of color
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is either more attentionally demanding or less attentionally ensure that they did not have a history of neurological
demanding than that of the other dimension. When viewing insult.
color-word Stroop stimuli, processing of color is more
demanding (i.e., less automatic) than that of the word [7].
In contrast, for color-object Stroop stimuli, color is a 2.2. Stimuli
fundamental feature of visual processing [40] and hence it
is less demanding to direct attention to this feature as
compared to directing attention to an object, which in- 2.2.1. Color-word stimuli
volves higher-order visual processing areas [39]. Two sets of three ink colors were employed for the

If prefrontal activation is linked to the difficulty of presentation of words, one for each color-word task (attend
imposing an attentional set, then different patterns of to form, attend to color): (1) blue, brown, and yellow, and
prefrontal activation should be observed when attending to (2) red, orange, and green. For each color-word task, there
color with the color-word stimuli as compared to the were two sets of stimuli: incongruent words in which the
color-object stimuli. To investigate this issue, we varied, word names an ink color other than that in which it is
for each type of stimulus, whether the individual was printed (e.g., the word ‘BLUE’ printed in yellow) and
instructed to attend to color or was instructed to attend to neutral words that are unrelated to color (e.g., notion,
the item (i.e., the word or the object). For the color-word chain, lost). Neutral words were matched with the color
Stroop stimuli, we expected that increased attentional words for word frequency and length [16]. The assignment
demands would result in more prefrontal activity when of color and word sets to the two tasks was counterbal-
attending to color than to the word because with these anced across subjects.
stimuli it is more attentionally demanding to attend to the
color than the word. In contrast, for the color-object Stroop
stimuli, we predicted that increased attentional demands 2.2.2. Color-object stimuli
would produce more prefrontal activity when attending to Two sets of colors were used for the presentation of
the object than the color because in this task object objects, one for each color-object task (attend to form,
processing is more attentionally demanding than color attend to color): (1) red, orange, and green, and (2) yellow,
processing. Notice that such a contrast provides an ex- orange, and green. For each color-object task, there were
tremely strong test of our hypothesis because for both two sets of objects: a set of objects strongly associated
types of stimuli we have a condition in which an individual with a color in the task’s color set (high-association
is attending to color. If our hypothesis is wrong and the objects) (e.g., strawberry, pumpkin, lizard in one set and
results are driven solely by the nature of the task-relevant sun, carrot, frog in the other), and a set of objects that are
dimension (e.g., color vs. identity), then we should obtain not strongly associated with any color (low-association
similar patterns for both types of stimuli when attention is objects) (e.g., car, yarn, flag, book, flower). The assignment
directed to color. Also notice that such an approach of color and object sets to the two tasks was counterbal-
provides another method for differentiating the role of the anced across subjects.
prefrontal and cingulate regions. If prefrontal regions play We determined the strength of association between
a predominant role in imposing an attentional set, then colors and objects in a norming study. 20 participants were
prefrontal activity should co-vary with how demanding it asked to name the colors that first came to mind for each
is to direct attention to the task-relevant dimension, but object. Across subjects, the mean number of colors re-
that of the cingulate should not. ported for incongruent stimuli was 1 (std. dev.50), while

In summary, the objectives of our study were twofold. for the neutral stimuli the mean number of colors reported
First, we wished to investigate the hypothesis that prefron- was 4 (std. dev.51.03). Then we asked participants to rate
tal areas play a prominent role in creating and maintaining on a 7-point scale the frequency with which they would
an attentional set. Second, we wished to test the hypothesis expect the first color that they mentioned to be associated
that the degree to which prefrontal areas are involved in with that object (15only some of the time, 75all of the
imposing such a set depends on how attentionally demand- time). For incongruent stimuli the mean rating was 6.52
ing it is to direct attention to the task-relevant dimension. (std. dev.50.25), while for the neutral stimuli, the mean

rating was 2.23 (std. dev.50.60).
Incongruent trials were constructed by presenting a

2. Materials and methods high-association object in each of the two possible colors
from the task color set that is different from the one with

2.1. Subjects which it is typically associated (e.g., a red carrot). For
neutral trials, we used low-association objects depicted in

Twelve right-handed, native English-speakers served as one of two colors from the task color set (e.g., a red flag).
volunteers, but data for two were lost due to technical In this manner, each neutral and incongruent item could
difficulties, leaving a sample of 10. All were screened to appear in one of two possible colors.
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2.3. Design For each subject’s run, a total of 144 gradient echo EPI
data sets were acquired (TR52400 ms, TE540 ms, flip

Within each of 4 runs, blocks of neutral trials (off angle590 degrees), consisting of 15 contiguous slices
blocks) were alternated in a 4.5 cycle boxcar design, with (thickness57 mm, 3.7533.75 mm). In addition, a 3D
blocks containing 50% neutral and 50% incongruent trials gradient echo anatomical set was acquired for each par-
(on blocks). There were 18 trials per block. In one set of ticipant for the purpose of landmark selection.
two runs, they viewed a series of objects, and in the other
set of two runs they viewed a series of words. In one run 2.5. Data analysis
within each set, individuals were instructed to attend to the
color of the item, and in the other to the nature of the item. The first six volumes of each run were discarded to
More specifically, when individuals had to attend to color, allow the MR signal to reach steady state. Prior to
individuals had to monitor a series of items (either words statistical tests, images in the data were convolved with a
or objects) and determine whether any of the items was 2D Gaussian kernal (FWHM510.5 mm), temporally de-
ever presented in a particular color (i.e., purple). They noised using an ID-wavelet transform (visu-shrink, number
were informed that such occurrences were quite rare, but of levels54), and linearly detrended (parameter estimates
that they were to monitor carefully for such an item based upon images in the off phases only). An unpaired
nonetheless. In fact, none of the items ever appeared in t-test test was used to generate statistical probability maps
purple. At the end of the run, the individual was queried as between the on and off phases for each voxel for each run.
to whether they had observed a purple item. Likewise, A 4.8 second hemodynamic lag was assumed. The prob-
when told to attend to the item, participants were told to ability values from the unpaired t-test were then converted
monitor whether an impossible item (a non-word in the to Z-scores and averaging of Z-score maps across subjects
case of the word task and a nonsense object in the case of was carried out in a common stereotaxic space [37]. MedX
the object task) ever appeared. As when attending to color, V2.l was used to carry out image processing and statistical
participants were informed that such occurrences were analyses. Activation maps were generated using a statisti-
quite rare, but to carefully monitor for the item nonethe- cal threshold of average (Z).1.96 (P,0.05), and single
less. In fact, an impossible item never appeared. Nonethe- voxel activations were removed.
less, at the end of the run, the individual was queried as to
whether they had observed an impossible item. No par-
ticipants ever reported seeing an atypical item. Table 1 3. Results
summarized the design of the study. Order of the runs was
counterbalanced across subjects. 3.1. Prefrontal regions

2.4. Procedure For the comparison between incongruent and congruent
trials, we found increased prefrontal activation but only

Participants were placed in a 1.5 Tesla GE Signa when participants attended to the more attentionally-de-
scanner and their position was stabilized by placing their manding dimension in each task. For the color-word task,
mouth on a bite-bar attached to the head coil to minimize we only obtained activation when participants attended to
motion during the session. Visual stimuli were presented color. This activation was located bilaterally in the inferior
using a goggle system by Resonance Technologies. and middle frontal gyrus. To more precisely determine the
Stimulus presentation was controlled by a Pentium-based location of this activation, we identified the peaks of
Dell IBM-PC compatible computer using MEL software. activation [22]. Activation was centered in the inferior

Table 1
Overview of experimental design

Run Task Stimuli Attention Instructions Trial types

1 Color-word Colored Words Attend Color Monitor for a 5 blocks: Neutral
purple item 4 blocks: 50% neutral /

50% incongruent
2 Color-word Colored Words Attend Item Monitor for a 5 blocks: Neutral

non-word 4 blocks: 50% neutral /
50% incongruent

3 Color-object Colored Objects Attend Color Monitor for a 5 blocks: Neutral
purple item 4 blocks: 50% neutral /

50% incongruent
4 Color-object Colored Objects Attend Item Monitor for a 5 blocks: Neutral

nonsense 4 blocks: 50% neutral /
shape 50% incongruent
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gyrus Brodmann Area (BA) 44 (Talairach coordinates: hemisphere appears to become activated with increasing
x 5 2 48, y 5 10, z 5 34; x 5 50, y 5 16, z 5 34) while attentional demands when the task-relevant attribute is
activation within the middle frontal gyrus occurred within related to the ventral visual processing stream – objects in
BA 46 (x 5 2 42, y 5 28, z 5 20; x 5 54, y 5 24, z 5 26). the present experiment and color in our prior experiment.
These regions within BA 44 and BA 46 overlap with that Furthermore, this region is distinct from that activated in
we have previously observed as attentional demands prior experiments by increased attentional demands when
increase when color must be identified in the color-word the task-relevant attributes relies on the dorsal visual-
Stroop task [2]. When participants attended to the word, we processing stream (e.g., categorical spatial information:
observed no prefrontal activity. above/below; left right). In that case, we observed activa-

For the object task, we found activation in the right tion in area 9 of the left hemisphere but not the right.
middle frontal gyrus (BA 9: x 5 40, y 5 16, z 5 30) when
participants attended to the object, but none when they 3.2. Cingulate regions
attended to color (see Fig. 1). In our prior work [2], we
found that increasing attentional demands also increased For both tasks, there was no increase in cingulate
activity in a similar region of BA 9 when color had to be activity for incongruent as compared to neutral stimuli for
identified in the color-object task. This region of the right either attentional set. The implications of this finding are

Fig. 1. Shown here are the prefrontal regions that were more highly activated for incongruent as compared to neutral stimuli. Radiological convention is
employed so that the right side of the brain is depicted on the left side of space: (a) The pattern of results for the color-word stimuli. Notice that there was
bilateral activity in prefrontal areas when it was more difficult to direct attention to the task-relevant dimension as compared to the task-irrelevant
dimension (i.e., when attending to color). No such activity was observed when attending to the task-relevant dimension was less demanding than attending
to the task-irrelevant dimension (i.e., when attending to the word); (b) The pattern of results for the color-object stimuli. Notice once again that there is
prefrontal activity only when directing attention to the task-relevant dimension was more difficult than directing it to the task-irrelevant dimension. Here
there is activity in the right middle frontal gyrus when attending to the item (i.e., the object) but not when attending to color.
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clear when one considers that although our experimental has been observed in the DLPFC of the right hemisphere
design reduced differences between response conflict and regardless of the nature of information to be processed
selection on incongruent compared to neutral trials, it did (e.g., spatial versus verbal), it has been suggested that this
not reduce the greater difficulty of imposing an attentional region is involved in control processes relevant to working
set on incongruent as compared to neutral trials. Hence, the memory (e.g., [42]). From this vantage point, one can
lack of increased cingulate activity on incongruent trials conceptualize the DLPFC as playing a role in selective
suggests that it does not play a major role in imposing an attention, choosing the relevant contents of working mem-
attentional set. Rather, the results are consistent with ory that are required to ensure correct task performance.
suggestions that the anterior cingulate is involved in Conversely, one can conceptualize the DLPFC’s role in
response selection [25] or error detection [5]. working memory as influencing attentional processing in

that working memory may aid in keeping an online
3.3. Extrastriate regions representation of the information that must be attended

[31], which is critical for creating and maintaining an
In extrastriate regions, no increase in activity for incon- attentional set. Hence, like others [9], we consider there to

gruent as compared to neutral stimuli was noted for color- be a close relationship between attention and working
word stimuli. For the color-object stimuli, however, a memory.
bilateral increase in activity on incongruent as compared to It is noteworthy that activation in prefrontal regions was
neutral stimuli was noted at the juncture of the cuneus only observed when it is harder to direct attention to the
cortex and the lingual gyrus (BA 18: x 5 12, y 5 2 84, task-relevant dimension relative to the task-irrelevant
z 5 6; x 5 2 16, y 5 2 93, z 5 8) and in BA 19 in the left dimension. Prefrontal activation increased when particip-
hemisphere (x 5 2 16, y 5 2 92, z 5 22) when attention ants attended to the color but not the word in the color-
was directed to color. No difference in activation between word Stroop task, and when attending to the object but not
incongruent and neutral trials was observed when attention color in the color-object Stroop task. This pattern suggests,
was directed to the object. therefore, that attentional control by the DLPFC mainly

occurs when there is a need to override automatic or
intrinsic attentional biases. Notice that the pattern of

4. Discussion results precludes the possibility that the prefrontal activa-
tion is driven solely by the nature of the attended attribute.

Our data strongly support the idea that the prefrontal If that were the case, then prefrontal activity should have
region is primarily responsible for creating and maintain- been identical for both types of Stroop stimuli when
ing an attentional set, especially when it is more difficult to participants were required to monitor for an atypical color.
direct attention to task-relevant information than to task- The activity of the cingulate was not influenced by how
irrelevant information. For incongruent relative to neutral difficult it is to direct attention to the task-relevant
trials, we found increased activation of the DLPFC for dimension over the task-irrelevant one, confirming that it
both the color-word and color-object Stroop stimuli. does not play a prominent role in imposing an attentional
Attentional demands were greater on incongruent trials set.
because the task-irrelevant information was related to the Our results also indicate a difference in activation in
attentional set (e.g., was related to color), yet had to be posterior regions between the color-word and color-object
ignored. In such a case, it is imperative that the correct stimuli. More specifically, when attention was directed to
information channel be selected (e.g., selection of the color, there was activation of areas 18 and 19 for the
channel with information about ink color as compared to color-object stimuli, but not for the color-word stimuli. We
the channel with word-related color meaning). We did not believe that this result can help inform us as to how
observe a similar pattern for the anterior cingulate sug- learned associations may modify attentional processing.
gesting that it does not play as prominent a role in The relationship between form and color is not arbitrary
imposing an attentional set as does DLPFC. for the objects we used, although it is for the words. We

Other researchers have provided evidence that the have a lifetime of seeing yellow bananas and red strawber-
DLPFC performs functions related to imposing an atten- ries. Neither strawberries nor bananas come in blue, purple
tional set. Arguing on the basis of both neuroimaging, or black or any other color. Hence, for color-object stimuli,
behavioral data and computational modelling, some re- the object’s form will activate a very specific color, the one
searchers have suggested that prefrontal cortex is involved in which it is typically seen. For example, processing an
in providing the ‘context’ that helps to choose task-rel- object, such as a banana, will activate a specific color,
evant information [6]. Others have suggested that the yellow. On incongruent items, the color typically associ-
DLPFC is involved in the manipulation of the contents of ated with an object (e.g., yellow) is different than the one
working memory, as opposed to more ventral regions of being viewed (e.g., red), a mismatch that according to our
prefrontal cortex that are involved in the maintenance of data can be detected in extrastriate regions. Indeed there is
the contents of working memory [28]. Because activation evidence that these extrastriate regions have been tuned by
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experience to associate form and color. Zeki and Marini not purple. There will be a greater need for a prefrontal
[43] found that the same left occipital region exhibits more attentional set to override expectations that strawberries are
activation to abnormally colored objects (e.g., a blue red when the task requires the individual to identify the
strawberry) than to a grey-scale version of those same exact color of an item as compared to when the individual
objects. Because such activation does not occur when is just monitoring for an atypical color.
comparing multi-colored Mondrian stimuli to their grey- Finally, we would like to discount an alternative expla-
scale counterparts, it appears that these regions have stored nation for our results in the color-object task. One might
specific information associating an item’s typical color and consider the possibility that the right prefrontal activation
form. Since damage to these same areas impairs visual in this task is being driven by the novelty of seeing an item
priming [12], we speculate that such learning is implicit in a non-canonical color. Prefrontal regions, especially
and occurs at the perceptual level. A similar effect is not those of the right hemisphere, have been noted to be
observed for words because color words can appear in involved in detecting novel items and situations [11,14],
many different colors. The word ‘blue’ may appear in and activation is found in this region when viewing items
black, blue, red, yellow, green or any other color. In in an atypical color [43]. Because of strong color-object
everyday reading, we are used to discarding and ignoring associations, such neural mechanisms might be invoked
the color in which words are printed and directing attention when viewing our incongruent color-object stimuli because
just to the word’s meaning. they are relatively novel (e.g., a red banana). We think that

We also believe that the nature of learned associations such an explanation can be discounted for two reasons.
explains why no extrastriate activation was found when First, both the color-object and color-word stimuli pro-
attention was directed to the object in the color-object task. duced similar degrees of right prefrontal activation. Yet, it
Here the task-irrelevant dimension, color (e.g., yellow), is is much more novel to see a red banana than to see a word
not going to strongly activate information about a specific such as ‘blue’ in an ink color other than black. Hence, if
object that could prominently interfere with the processing novelty were driving our results, we would have expected
of an object being attended. Rather activation of a specific the right prefrontal activity to be greater for the color-
color (e.g., yellow) is likely to weakly activate a series of object stimuli than the color-word stimuli, which was not
associations with a whole host of objects (e.g., daffodils, the case. Second, increased activity in right prefrontal
lemons, bananas, grapefruit, just to name a few). When regions is not always observed for the incongruent (i.e.,
attending to the color, in contrast, the presence of an object novel) color-object stimuli. Rather, we observe right
that has a typical color, even though task-irrelevant, will prefrontal activity for the color-object stimuli only when
evoke an association to a very specific color that may attending to the object but not when attending to the color.
interfere with the color being attended. This conflict Were activity driven merely by the novelty of seeing an
appears to be detected in extrastriate cortex. item in an atypical color, we would have expected

The results of the present study are consistent with our increased activation both when attending to the color and
prior work [2] although they may not appear so at first when attending to the object.
glance. In the present study, prefrontal activity was no As a whole, our results provide important support for the
greater on incongruent than neutral trials for the color- idea that the prefrontal regions specifically act to provide
object stimuli when the instruction was to attend to color. an attentional set that allows for the selection of task-
Yet in a prior experiment utilizing the same stimuli but relevant information. In addition, our results provide
requiring the color of the item to be identified via a evidence that the degree to which prefrontal regions must
3-choice button press, this same contrast yielded prefrontal be invoked in this process increases as the attentional
activity. Obviously, in both cases, incongruent trials (e.g., demands of imposing that attentional set increase.
yellow strawberry) will provide conflicting information, as
there will be a mismatch between the item’s actual color
and color with which that object is typically associated. Acknowledgements
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